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EDITORIAL BOARD OPINION
This year has definitely been challenging for the students at Jonathan Dayton. The new virtual setting has
impacted everyone’s lives and schedules, and it can be hard to find the light in this dark situation. Not being able
to have the normal high school experience for almost two school years is something that the students at Dayton
never imagined. However, despite the current circumstances, it is imperative that we remember to make the
best out of this situation, and to continue to look forward to the improvements the future is sure to hold. Just
because we are interacting with teachers and classmates through a computer screen does not mean new goals
cannot be achieved and memories cannot be made. If we look to the bright side of this situation and remain
calm, patient, and hopeful, we will be back through Dayton’s doors very soon.
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The Hill We Climb
By: Amanda Gorman

When day comes we ask ourselves,
where can we find light in this never-ending shade?
The loss we carry,
a sea we must wade
We've braved the belly of the beast
We've learned that quiet isn't always peace
And the norms and notions
of what just is
Isn’t always just-ice
And yet the dawn is ours
before we knew it
Somehow we do it
Somehow we've weathered and witnessed
a nation that isn’t broken
but simply unfinished
We the successors of a country and a time
Where a skinny Black girl
descended from slaves and raised by a single mother
can dream of becoming president
only to find herself reciting for one
And yes we are far from polished
far from pristine
but that doesn’t mean we are
striving to form a union that is perfect
We are striving to forge a union with purpose
To compose a country committed to all cultures, colors, characters and
conditions of man
And so we lift our gazes not to what stands between us
but what stands before us
We close the divide because we know, to put our future first,
we must first put our differences aside
We lay down our arms
so we can reach out our arms
to one another
We seek harm to none and harmony for all
Let the globe, if nothing else, say this is true:
That even as we grieved, we grew
That even as we hurt, we hoped
That even as we tired, we tried
That we’ll forever be tied together, victorious
Not because we will never again know defeat
but because we will never again sow division
Scripture tells us to envision
that everyone shall sit under their own vine and fig tree
And no one shall make them afraid
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If we’re to live up to our own time
Then victory won’t lie in the blade
But in all the bridges we’ve made
That is the promised glade
The hill we climb
If only we dare
It's because being American is more than a pride we inherit,
it’s the past we step into
and how we repair it
We’ve seen a force that would shatter our nation
rather than share it
Would destroy our country if it meant delaying democracy
And this effort very nearly succeeded
But while democracy can be periodically delayed
it can never be permanently defeated
In this truth
in this faith we trust
For while we have our eyes on the future
history has its eyes on us
This is the era of just redemption
We feared at its inception
We did not feel prepared to be the heirs
of such a terrifying hour
but within it we found the power
to author a new chapter
To offer hope and laughter to ourselves
So while once we asked,
how could we possibly prevail over catastrophe?
Now we assert
How could catastrophe possibly prevail over us?
We will not march back to what was
but move to what shall be
A country that is bruised but whole,
benevolent but bold,
fierce and free
We will not be turned around
or interrupted by intimidation
because we know our inaction and inertia
will be the inheritance of the next generation
Our blunders become their burdens
But one thing is certain:
If we merge mercy with might,
and might with right,
then love becomes our legacy
and change our children’s birthright
So let us leave behind a country
better than the one we were left with
Every breath from my bronze-pounded chest,
we will raise this wounded world into a wondrous one
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We will rise from the gold-limbed hills of the west,
we will rise from the windswept northeast
where our forefathers first realized revolution
We will rise from the lake-rimmed cities of the midwestern states,
we will rise from the sunbaked south
We will rebuild, reconcile and recover
and every known nook of our nation and
every corner called our country,
our people diverse and beautiful will emerge,
battered and beautiful
When day comes we step out of the shade,
aflame and unafraid
The new dawn blooms as we free it
For there is always light,
if only we’re brave enough to see it
If only we’re brave enough to be it

AMANDA GORMAN’S THE HILL WE CLIMB REFLECTS
HOW ART IS USED TODAY
By: Cassandra Cadillo, 2022
During President Biden’s Inaugural Address,
we were honored to have Amanda Gorman recite her
poem The Hill We Climb. The poem alludes to the
social and political issues of today, such as the police
brutality cases and the U.S. Capitol riots. Through the
Art of Spoken Word, Amanda Gorman was able to call
for the unification of citizens and bring hope to every
person watching/reading by saying that there are
better times ahead. She says
that we are not trying to makes
our country “perfect,” and that
“we are striving to forge a union
with purpose.” These “better
times” won’t come overnight,
but Amanda Gorman tells us
that in order to “climb” the
“hill,” hard work and patience is
required. Her poem is an
incredible example of how art can impact people’s
points of view. Powerful art like The Hill We Climb has
been used to speak out against injustice and help
people develop an understanding of real-world
situations.
Over time, art has become not only a means
for expression but a means for activism. In an
interview on Trevor Noah’s The Daily Social
Distancing Show, Amanda Gorman said that poetry
“becomes the language and the rhetoric of the people.
We get to kind of co-opt it and put our own play on it,

and what’s more, we get to use those words to realize
our thoughts and transform those thoughts into
actions.” Art is constantly changing, as it reflects the
social, political, and spiritual changes of our world.
Before the late 1800s, art mainly consisted of statues
and paintings that depicted grandiose scenes and
subjects. Today, art depicts the ideas and concepts
the artist wants to express and be heard. From Helen
Reddy’s “I am Woman,” to BLM
signs that say “They buried us but
they didn’t know we were seeds,”
to even street art dedicated to
George Floyd, art is used as a way
to speak one’s mind and incite
action.
Amanda Gorman’s The Hill
We Climb calls for the unification
of citizens for the betterment of
our society and country. She provides hope to the
world by saying “we will rebuild, reconcile, and
recover,” and that one day we should “step out of the
shade” and see the “light.” Her poem has touched a
variety of citizens because she gives the audience
hope for a better future. The Hill We Climb is a great
example of how art is used to impact people’s points
of view, make one’s voice heard, and incite action. Art
transforms “thoughts into actions,” and the beauty of
it is that we can use it to make an impact in people’s
lives.
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH—PANDEMIC STYLE
By: Natalyah Cadiche, 2022
February. It is that month again. The month
where we recognize years of suffering. The month
where we celebrate overcoming inequality. The
month where we fully recognize just how much the
Black community has fought to live the lives they live
today. Black History Month. One of the most
significant months in celebrating African American
and Black culture and reminding society of the fight
for equality that continues into modern times.
In past years, Black History Month has been
known for parades, festivals, and a wide range of
activities meant to unite people
of all races and backgrounds in
celebration of the triumph of
the black community. However,
with a continuously spreading
and raging pandemic at the
forefront of citizens minds
around the globe, festivities
have
been
significantly
different this year. Many of the
previous
activities
and
traditions of the month have succumb to one of the
most common practices of modern times, social
media and the virtual world. In order to adhere to the
policies and restrictions created by the pandemic,
many aspects of the movement and celebration have
been transferred to virtual platforms.
Throughout the month, many students in
grades ranging from middle school to college have
used their social media pages in order to initiate
“chains” for awareness and interaction. With these
chains, people will often create a picture or and
informative message and post it onto their pages with
the subtopic: “Screenshot and send this to ___
friends.” While this trend has been used in the past
for various other reasons (such as spreading

awareness about online scams or informing people
about ways to stay safe during the pandemic) the
more recent use of this practice to spread
information about African American rights and
history has been highly effective. Through these
chains, students are able to not only post information
that they believe is important and needs to be
recognized, but it also enables others who may know
more about racial leaders and modern racial tensions
to add on their own information as the chain
continues to be posted. All around, students have
been very efficient in terms of
educating and informing even
when they are unable to teach
each other face to face.
In addition to changes created
by the pandemic, Black History
Month 2021 has been especially
loud and powerful considering
the murders of innocent Black
Americans including Ahmaud
Arbery, George Floyd, and
Breonna Taylor. The excruciating and all-around
sinister deaths of these individuals was extremely
painful for people both in and outside of the Black
community. While these tensions between those
looking for justice and government leaders had
relaxed, the beginning of Black History month has
been noted to reignite the feelings of anger and grief
that the community has felt thus increasing the
passion that can be seen all throughout the Black
History Month celebrations internationally.
While we may be in a pandemic, many Black
Americans refuse to permit the current state of the
world to prevent people from recognizing what it
truly means to be black in America.

THE WORK OF E.R.A.S.E. TO BRING THE CIVIL RIGHTS
MOVEMENT TO 2021
By: Natalyah Cadiche, 2022
One of the newest clubs at Jonathan Dayton
High School, the Erase Racism and Sexism
Everywhere club, (E.R.A.S.E.) has been especially
vocal about Black History Month and celebrating the
years of history that Black Americans will never be

able to forget. Throughout the Month, E.R.A.S.E. has
chosen to prioritize the topic of “Lesser Known Civil
Rights Leaders” as the nation not only celebrates
lives of well-known figures like Rosa Parks and
Martin Luther King Jr, but the black community as a
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whole which came together to defend their rights to
life, happiness, and property.
During their traditional bi-weekly meetings,
the E.R.A.S.E. club Presidents and Vice Presidents
sparked a discussion regarding other leaders during
the Civil Rights movement who did not receive as
much recognition as the more commonly knows
leaders. The team prepared a Civil Rights Leaders
presentation which can be viewed via the link at the
bottom of this article.
After educating the club about the various
leaders and methods that they used in order to
spread their message, the club then opened the floor
to its members by creating break out rooms in which
the members could hold small group discussions
related to preset questions provided by the Executive
Board. During the break out rooms there is often a
moderator (either a president or vice president)
present who essentially watches over the
conversation and provides guiding questions and
information to keep the conversation engaging.
While the initial focus of the break out room
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discussions may be the weekly topic, members are
often able to keep the conversation flowing and
expand it to much greater issues and real application.
During some of the moderated group
discussion one of the questions that initiated the
discussion was “What were some effective methods
of activism that were used by the leaders previously
discussed?” After allowing each student within the
discussion to reflect, the moderators then went on to
state additional follow up questions that essentially
asked students how these practices could be used
and applied to modern times in order to continue the
push for complete civil rights. With these
conversations, the E.R.A.S.E. club not only seeks to
allow students to voice their perspectives and reflect
on prevalent issues, but it also allows students to
make strong connections between what they study
and what they can do in their own lives to make
society a more accepting place. The meetings are
always open to new members and any students who
are interested.

COVID-19 VACCINE ROLLOUT IN NJ: SMOOTH CRUISE OR
FLAT TIRES?
By: Diana Elguera, 2023
2021 offered a smidge of hope when the Food
and Drug Administration approved the Pfizer and
BioNTech vaccine as the first COVID-19 vaccine in the
U.S on December 11, 2020. A week later, the FDA also
approved Moderna’s COVID-19 vaccine to add to the
arsenal of weapons against the coronavirus. In the
weeks to come, the United States would embark on
its biggest and most crucial vaccination campaign in
the twenty-first century. No immense operation
comes without its roadbumps, and various states
reported issues with shortages of doses, expiration of
doses, and even stolen doses. Some vaccine-takers
reported allergic reactions, which are valid concerns
as the vaccines were approved on emergency use
authorization. The slow distribution of vaccines is
worrying as new strains of COVID-19 become more
contagious and deadly. Being residents of New Jersey,
that begs the question of how the Garden State is
tackling vaccine rollout. The journey to forming
immunity within communities will clearly encounter
more challenges, but understanding how NJ’s current

policies tackle them can provide information about
the next steps ahead.
The initial, and possibly the most important
step in the NJ vaccination plan is to register for a dose.
Registering for a vaccine dose places an individual in
a database awaiting for his or her vaccination tier to
arrive. Currently, the most prioritized tiers are phase
1A and 1B including healthcare personnel, long-term
caregivers, first responders, and high-risk individuals
according to NJ’s COVID-19 Information Hub. Eligible
individuals can then make appointments once NJ’s
Vaccine Scheduling System notifies them, or register
through other locations (ie. veteran health facilities,
direct appointments, work settings). Once the
individual schedules an appointment, he or she may
go to their assigned facility to receive the first dose of
either the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines. To obtain
either vaccine’s maximum potential to provide
immunity, a second appointment for a second dose
must be scheduled as well. After finishing all of these
steps, a New Jerseyan can finally declare a victory
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against coronavirus, right?
The problems New Jersey encountered in its
rollout are similar to instances reported nationwide,
but having local examples of rollout errors really set
the dire reality of mass-vaccinating an entire state. As
stated earlier, vaccine doses can become unused or
misused under the right amount of wrong
circumstance. For instance, the snowstorms that
swept the state in inches of snow a couple days ago
also postponed thousands of vaccine appointments
according to an article by Anthony Bellano on
Moorestown’s Patch.com local news site. Natural
circumstances like weather take on erratic behavior,
but at least they are not as infuriating as instances of
man-made error. Reports by Lilo H. Stainton on NJ
Spotlight News warn of how New Jersey’s COVID-19
data-tracking systems fail in effectively scheduling
residents into obtaining a vaccine and recording their
demographic information to keep track of
immunization. These glitches in the system worsened
as the COVID-19 Info Hub told New Jerseyans that
vaccine appointments may not be available due to
their limited distribution. An NJ.com article by Karin
Price Mueller reported on how Hunterdon Medical
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Center allowed executives and wealthy donors to get
a vaccine in advance, demonstrating the elitism
between them and lower socio-economic members of
society that would not be able to afford such an
opportunity. These are only a few specific examples
of poor management of vaccine distribution, but it
does not mean that the program went bust.
With all of its errors, NJ’s vaccine program
does have its positives. The NJ Vaccine Scheduling
System asks questions pertaining to socioeconomic
status, ensuring those facing financial hardship are
classified as “at risk” people who need the vaccine.
Governor Phil Murphy also established pop-up
vaccination stations aimed towards low-income and
Black and Indigenous People of Color. The former
statement is important as, historically, people of
color have not received proper treatments from
medical professionals (ie. Tuskegee syphilis study,
ICE doctor who cut women’s reproductive organs).
The distribution of the vaccine in NJ may worsen, but
at least there can also be positive initiatives that can
make the vaccine more available to all Americans.

2021 PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION
By: Victoria Perez-Palacios, 2023
The 58th presidential inauguration is
responsible for many firsts. For one, President
Donald Trump is the first president to not attend a
successor’s inauguration since Andrew Johnson in
1869. However, there are much better firsts to focus
on. Vice President Kamala Harris is the first female
vice president, the first Black vice president, and the
first vice president of South
Asian heritage. She represents
many different people, giving
them the chance to dream and
reach their goals. Vice President
Harris was sworn in using the
family Bible of Rosa parks, one
that belonged to Thurgood
Marshall, one the belonged to the
first Black Supreme Court
Justice, and a Bible that belonged
to Mrs. Regina Shelton, a close family friend.
Amanda Gorman is another exemplary first,
making headlines as the youngest inaugural
performer. She was invited by First Lady, Dr. Jill

Biden, to recite her beautifully written words. Her
poem, “The Hill We Climb” pleads with Americans to
close the divide the country currently has to become
one. Jennifer Lopez sang American classics such as,
“This Land is Your Land” and “America the Beautiful.”
Lopez proudly chanted a part of the Pledge of
Allegiance is Spanish: “Una nación, bajo Dios,
indivisible, con libertad y
justicia para todos”. The chant
represents
communities
undermined and unappreciated
due to white supremacy. By
uttering the phrases in Spanish,
the inauguration represented
cultural
inclusion
and
recognition for all.
President Joe Biden was
sworn in by Justice Sonia
Sotomayor, the first Latina Supreme Court Justice to
conduct a presidential swearing-in. President Biden
and Dr. Biden were accompanied by President
Obama and First Lady Michelle Obama, President
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George H. Bush and First Lady Laura Bush, and
President Bill Clinton and First Lady Hillary Clinton.
A different tone was set. Gone was the
arrogance and defiance of President Trump. America
saw a humble President who rallies for unity.
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"We must end this uncivil war that pits red
against blue...conservative versus liberal. We can do
this if we open our souls instead of hardening our
hearts. If we show a little tolerance and humility, and
if we're willing to stand in the other person's shoes…”
-President Joe Biden

WINTER SPORTS: A LOOK INTO THE LIVES OF DAYTON
ATHLETES
By: Anthony Bianchi
The Dawg Print’s Anthony Bianchi
interviewed Molly Martys, Zac Potito, and Kyle
Rosenstock: three athletes playing on the Boys and
Girls Freshmen Dayton Basketball teams during the
winter. Below are a few questions so that the student
body and faculty can see an athlete’s perspective on
playing during this unprecedented time.
Dawg Print: How has it been different playing for
Dayton’s high school sports when compared to other
teams that you’ve played on in the past?
Molly Martys: The difference between the other
teams I’ve played for in the past and playing for
Dayton’s high school sports is playing with older
girls. It has been fun learning from the older girls
while playing with them and hopefully I can be as
good as them one day. Playing against upper
classmen can be challenging and nerve-racking, but
helps me understand basketball more. Another
difference is the new coaching style, with new drills
and plays at practice that help us in the game.
Zac Potito: Being a part of Dayton sports is excellent.
It makes me feel like my teammates are family. It is
different because we practice every day and more
intensely.
Kyle Rosenstock: Compared to other teams I have
played on in the past, Dayton basketball is a larger
commitment, especially with the COVID procedures.
Coaches and players must fill out a COVID form
before each one of our practices so we are eligible to
play. Nevertheless, Dayton basketball is not as large
of a change as expected. This is due to players going
straight from their home to practice. Unlike the way
the season usually goes, students are going from their
houses because of online learning to practice instead
of already being in and changing in the building.
DP: How have you been greeted by the coaches and
upper classmen on your team? How has that made
you feel?

MM: When all of the
freshmen met the coaches
and upper classmen, they
were very friendly and
welcoming. They made us
feel
comfortable
and
confident to start playing. If
we had any questions, they would gladly answer
them and they made sure we were updated on any
new information involving the schedule.
ZP: I play for the freshmen team, so there aren’t any
upperclassmen. My coach has been my teacher in the
past and most of the team has a strong relationship
with him.
KR: Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, I have been
practicing at the FMG court, thus separating our team
from the upper classmen. However, my coach Mr.
Stearns has given his best effort to make this feel like
a regular season as much as possible. He has allowed
us players to feel comfortable with freshmen
basketball and with each other.
DP: Do you feel there is anything that the school’s
administration, coaches, faculty, etc. can do to make
this experience better for you?
MM: I feel that the school’s administration, coaches,
and faculty have made my experience of playing for
Dayton’s high school basketball team great. Everyone
seems to be working very hard to make this season as
good as possible.
ZP: The only thing not going well for us is our
schedule. We have had about 6 games cancelled and
only 1 played due to outbreaks. Even though it is
difficult, I know it isn’t the faculty’s fault.
KR: While I understand the administration is doing
everything in their power to keep us safe, I had a
personal experience where they took this to the
extreme. My brother is on the Varsity team and
someone on the roster tested positive for COVID 19.
This led to my family and me being stuck in a 14-day
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quarantine, even though we all tested negative after
the suggested five-day waiting time.
DP: What challenges have you faced playing sports
during the COVID pandemic?
MM: During this season there has been some
challenges that I have faced while playing sports
during the COVID pandemic. Obviously, we have been
required to take safety precautions while practicing
and playing. This is something nobody is used to so it
ZP: Some challenges I have faced during this season
are cancellations of games and practices due to
outbreaks and scheduling problems.
KR: A challenge I have faced related to sports during
COVID is being stuck in a quarantine. My brother
plays on Dayton’s Varsity basketball team and one of
his teammates tested positive for the virus.
Unfortunately, my family and I were forced to
quarantine for two weeks despite the fact that we all
tested negative and waited the suggested five days.
DP: What advice would you give to a new student or
Freshman playing sports in high school?
MM: Some advice that I would give to a new student
or Freshman playing sports in high school is have fun
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took some time to adjust. Now that our team has a
routine, we can stay organized and safe. Some other
challenges I have faced is people not being allowed to
go to the games. A game is always more fun when you
have a crowd to support you. Luckily, all of the games
are podcasted on a website so my family and friends
can watch. Our team has been able to not let these
challenges affect our season.
and be confident in your skills. Before game day make
sure to eat healthy and drink lots of water. One last
piece of advice is to be a team player and support
your teammates.
ZP: Even though one might feel nervous at first, it is
really a lot of fun and the coaches are welcoming.
Personally, I strongly encourage incoming freshmen
to play a school sport.
KR: If you are a new student who is looking to play
Freshman basketball, I would suggest that you listen
to your coaches and give 100% effort when you are
on the court.

ASYNCHRONOUS ART: THE CHALLENGES OF REMOTE
CREATION FOR DAYTON’S ARTS PROGRAM
By: Sarah Zarember, 2021
The COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent shift
to remote learning in our schools has left creating in
the midst of chaos complicated, but certainly not
impossible. Dayton, through the weekly National Art
Honor Society meetings and workshops, band
sectionals, the upcoming Tri-M virtual cabaret, and
Zoom compilated performances, has managed to
overcome unprecedented obstacles in the name of
creative collaboration. However, as both a visual and
musical artist, the absence of interpersonal
connection has hindered my personal creative drive
in addition to the opportunities at hand. Part of the
beauty of art and music is the new life that it takes
when looked at or listened to in conjunction with
other pieces. Playing the clarinet melody of “Into the
Storm” into my laptop microphone for a practice
recording is just not the same as being immersed in
the harmonies of the band room. Teaching minilessons during Zoom Art Club is missing the buzz and
excitement of the “Dayton Dungeon”. While we’ve
adapted to the fullest extent allowed by the school,

my mind always returns to memories of an era now
deemed “pre-COVID”, making it easy to reminisce but
hard to live in the moment. The shift to remote has
left me easier access to my music production gear,
allowing me to mix a song or write a chorus during
my long lunch breaks, but working with others is an
experience and privilege that I long for. It is
incredibly easy to write new material in a social,
political, and health climate as destructive as
America’s currently is, but the music and art created
has become more an outlet for frustration and
depression than a source of joy and optimism.
As a senior, I have dreamed about my senior
concerts, getting to fulfill my role as Drum Major of
the marching band, and being the President of Art
Club for the greater part of the last four years. As
more of these opportunities fade away or are forced
into constricting virtual formats, it grows harder to
portray a happy façade. My greatest passion is
leadership, but there is something uniquely
harrowing about the pressures of being a leader
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when the entire world is so unpredictable. Even
though I know it has nothing to do with personal
actions, having to convert the annual NAHS gallery
show at the library into a virtual format is, for lack of
a better word, depressing. Not being able to lead,
write, and perform a field show is disappointing.
Fortunately, the arts kids at Dayton continue to stand
strong and continuously amaze me, even when I have
lost hope.
NAHS has managed to build a beautiful
website to effectively showcase and honor student
work, giving the pieces the recognition they deserve.
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Band sectionals with Mr. Krupit, even when attended
by only a few students, have been one of the main
sources of joy in my life. It is so awe-inspiring to
watch people demonstrate talent, maturity, and
creativity at a level of passion as significant as the
adversity these artists face. While the future of
Dayton Arts changes every day and nothing is truly
certain in 2021, the perseverance and grit of our
artists gives me faith that the program that raised me
will continue to provide the same home for countless
other grades to come.

To view the Art Club’s artwork, please visit https://sites.google.com/view/jdhs-art-club/art-display?authuser=0

VALENTINE’S DAY DURING THE PANDEMIC
By: Nicole Ramundo, 2022
Each year, Valentine’s Day is one of the most
highly anticipated holidays
for people in relationships.
Many people look forward to
sharing gifts, such as candy
and flowers, or just have a
romantic outing. Even though
this holiday is designed for
people in a relationship,
single people enjoy the

meaning of this holiday as well, for they buy
chocolates for themselves or even treat themselves to
dinner! However, things will sure be different this
Valentine’s Day, due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are many ways one could celebrate this holiday
at home with their significant other! Couples can
share gifts, cook a meal together to share that night,
or simply relax. Just because the pandemic is still
occurring does not mean the spirit of Valentine’s Day
should be lost.

JONATHAN DAYTON MUSIC PROGRAM
By: Cassandra Cadillo, 2022
Online School has made making music with
fellow musicians a challenging task. While we social
distance during the Pandemic, the musicians of our
school face many challenges, such as not being able to
play together in person. Before the Pandemic, there
were school concerts each year, and the sweet sound
of Christmas Music played by the Orchestra filled the
halls during the end of December. Orchestra
members were able to play songs together each
week, and the same goes for the band. As an
Orchestra member, I can say that the students’
passion for music is mainly keeping the music
program together. Making music is our top priority,
and we have not allowed anything to prevent us from
doing that. We have found alternatives that allow us
to keep making music.
With Orchestra, members can practice their
parts for different song selections assigned by our
teacher. The Record option on OnCourse assessments

allows us to record our progress on the songs so that
our teacher can provide us with feedback. We meet
twice a week through Zoom, where we can ask
questions and discuss what section of the song we
should record for that particular week. We have
practiced “Kashmir” by Led Zeppelin, “Winter” from
The Four Seasons by Vivaldi, and “Take Five” by Dave
Brubeck. With the help of the app Garage Band, we
might be able to arrange a song that showcases the
Orchestra as a whole. Also, The Tri-M Music Honor
Society is releasing a Debut Video of our Cabaret
Night that displays each member’s musical abilities.
I can say with certainty that it is upsetting I
cannot play alongside my fellow members in person,
the musicians of our school are coping well. Online
School has struck us with a lot of roadblocks, but a
few setbacks will not prevent the Dayton Musicians
from playing music.
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STUDENTS’ FUTURES AND THE CORONAVIRUS
By: Natalyah Cadiche, 2022
Businesses closing down, schools going
virtual, and the dream of a mask-less future hopefully
becoming a reality. With the increase in coronavirus
cases and deaths internationally, many people
around the world have found themselves questioning
what the future holds. A multitude of adults and
homeowners have found themselves fearing how
they will pay the bills and support themselves and
their families. One population who has not been given
the opportunity to voice their own fears, however, is
students. Younger students in pre-school and
elementary have been forced to learn basic skills such
as reading and communication via the internet.
Teenagers are being forced to take stressful exams
while attempting to support their families through
such disastrous times. What exactly are the students
fearful of?
Junior Perspective by Natalyah Cadiche
Being a Junior is already hard on its own.
Trying to find jobs to beef up a resume and to be able
to afford simple pleasures like that new pair of shoes
or that new jacket that’s suddenly in style. Balancing
school and friendships and extra curriculars. One of
the most important, of course, getting ready to apply
to colleges.
School alone is hard enough. Peer pressure,
stress, poor mental health, the lack of sleep, three
missing assignments, two tests next week, and that
one teacher who doesn’t hesitate to stack on three
hours of homework each night all come together to
form that strange blend students call high school.
With these various stressors tacking on during the
school year students have to fight in order to avoid
succumbing to the mentally draining stimuli that
come directly from school. Add on the virtual
environment and all of a sudden, the barely
manageable lifestyle students had adapted to gets
flipped upside down and turned into a place as
foreign as the surface of Mars. Social interaction?
Gone. Extracurriculars? Gone. Recovering from
school with a night out? Gone. Triple the homework,
tests, and assignments you had originally? Ding. Ding.
Ding. We have a winner. One of the biggest fears that
plagues juniors in school. College advisors and
students have often noted that one of the most
significant years academically when applying to
college is junior year. While the lack of social outings

and events has enabled many students to focus on
their education and academics. The social tensions
and increase in mental health disorders from lacking
social interaction has caused many juniors to lose
focus or motivation on the consistent and excessive
homework they receive in a virtual setting.
Not only do juniors fear that their grades
dropping will cause them to lose important
opportunities such as scholarships and acceptance
into competitive schools but they also fear that their
Senior year will not be the final good bye they had
hoped for. After witnessing two years in which the
Coronavirus restrictions have prevented seniors
from partaking in proms, dances, and even proper
graduations, many juniors are fearful that they will
be in the same position as their elders. Considering
that Juniors would have spent a very large portion of
their high school career in quarantine (end of
sophomore to possibly their graduation date) this
possibility is extremely disheartening.
Many juniors fear that it won’t just be our high
school experience that gets taken from us, but also
our futures and our chances of getting into the
colleges of our dreams.
Sophomore Perspective by Victoria Perez-Palacios
It is safe to say this school year is like no other.
Zoom classes, hybrid schedule, unconventional
sports, etc. The student body has been very vocal
about topics concerning exams and scheduling. The
sophomores, in particular, have spoken about their
worries for the upcoming school year. It seems to be
that many sophomores are realizing that junior year
is one step closer to becoming a senior and
graduating high school. Many have expressed their
trepidation about next year’s academic pressure. One
student said, “Next year is going to be a lot harder
than this year. I mean, AP science isn’t exactly what
you would call easy.” Another mentioned, “It’s not
really fair that we have to teach ourselves material
sometimes. And it’s not the teachers’ fault. But
sometimes I spend hours on homework I don’t
understand. What is it going to be like next year?”
And my favorite statement, “How many AP classes do
I take? How many is too much, but how many is not
enough? Whatever. We’ll see what happens” because
it is true: We will see what happens.
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Keeping that in mind, there are also hopes for
the following year. Of course, several sophomores
would love for the athletic program to return to its
state before the COVID-19 pandemic. Others want to
hug their friends on the first day of school and attend
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club meetings the conventional way. Although one
does not know what happens next for students all
around the world, they fear the worst and hope for
the best.

PROM POSSIBILITY? SENIOR PERSPECTIVE
By: Sofia Sieminski, 2021
With prom less than three months away,
seniors are unsure of the plans to celebrate one of the
most memorable events of high school. The
vaccination numbers appear promising as the
months are slowly approaching, but different
variants of COVID-19 strike new fears for future
gatherings. Students are hopeful for an outdoor
event, but there is no guarantee. Other senior
activities, such as a senior trip and graduation, are
still up in the air. The remaining days of high school
are numbered for these students, it is unclear if they
will be able to celebrate these memorable moments
with family and friends.
Much like the class of 2020, seniors this year
are missing out on the most important high school
events, as well as the good-byes before their sendoff
to college or other future endeavors. Lauren Reiher,
Jonathan Dayton senior, expresses her doubts for
prom and future senior activities, “as much as I hope
to spend prom with all of my friends to celebrate the
last months in high school, I won’t be surprised if
these events get cancelled.” If the administration
decides to cancel prom and other senior activities,

this does not rule out the possibility for students to
organize their own COVID-friendly and sociallydistanced events on their own. Julia Friedman,
Jonathan Dayton senior, mentions her plans for
prom. “I plan to spend a night with my close friends
where we dress up, maybe go out for dinner, and take
a lot of pictures. We don’t need to have anything
fancy, just something simple to celebrate those last
moments of high school.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has not only
complicated in-school events and activities, but also
the college admissions process. As the second
semester rolls out, students are beginning to receive
their college acceptances. Almost entirely virtual, the
college admissions process for the class of 2021 is
unique. College entrance exams are universally
optional for the class of 2021, and some colleges have
decided to eliminate SAT and ACT requirement for
the class of 2022 as well. Colleges such as Brown
University, Cornell University, and New York
University have eliminated their standardized testing
requirement for the class of 2022, further eliminating
much of the stress for the college admissions process.

INTERVIEW WITH CHEF GABENE
By: Brielle Ramundo, 2021
Dawg Print member Brielle Ramundo
interviews Dayton’s newest Culinary Arts teacher,
Chef Gabene.
Dawg Print: What do you teach at Jonathan Dayton
High School?
Chef Gabene: I teach Culinary Arts classes at JDHS.
DP: How long have you been a teacher?
CG: I will be going into my ninth year as a teacher.
DP: Where did you go to college?
CG: I started off my college education at Bergen
Community College, then transferred to Fairleigh
Dickinson University, and I am currently in my
Master’s program at William Patterson University.

DP: What was your favorite subject in high school?
CG: My favorite subject in high school was Culinary
Arts.
DP: What is your favorite part about teaching?
CG: My favorite part about teaching is sharing my
knowledge about the Culinary Arts world. I love
exposing my students to things they might have not
known. I also love when my students can cook for
themselves. Teaching life skills is a huge thing these
days!
DP: What does being a teacher mean to you?
CG: Teaching to me is being able to truly enjoy my
passions in life, which are Culinary Arts and
educating young minds. I absolutely love what I do
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and I believe it shows that in my teaching. I will
always go the extra mile for my students.
DP: How has virtual school impacted your teaching
experience?
CG: Teaching online has completely turned my world
upside down. Taking a Culinary Arts class and making
it virtual has really been a challenge. I always keep
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my students in mind when I am assigning work to do
in my classroom. They have enough to worry about in
their other classes. I cannot wait to get back into my
classroom doing what I love. We are all going through
this together. We will get through it like we always
do!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS
By: Brielle Ramundo, 2021
Reading is a stimulating and educational
activity that provides insight on lots of important
topics. With the advancement of technology, the joy
of reading is often lost or overshadowed, so many fail
to appreciate it. Growing up, I have always been an
avid reader, but in high school, I rarely found time to
read. The recent quarantine enabled me to rediscover
my love for books. In 2020, I read an array of genres,
and when the year ended, I read a total of 40 books.
Here were some of my favorites:
American Royals by Katharine
McGee
Genres: Young Adult, Fiction,
Romance
American Royals is set as if George
Washington accepted a crown and
established a monarchy in America.
The story follows Princess Beatrice,
heir to the American throne, her
younger sister, Princess Samantha, as well as two
other female narrators, and all four girls must
navigate the challenges that come with the royal
lifestyle.

The Cousins by Karen M. McManus
Genres: Young Adult, Fiction, Mystery,
Thriller
Three cousins receive an invitation
from their estranged grandmother,
inviting them to meet her at her
luxurious resort. However, when they
arrive, they realize their family’s past
is full of dark, mysterious secrets, and together, they
must figure out their grandmother’s true intentions.
Simon vs. The Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky
Albertalli
Genres: Young Adult, Realistic Fiction,
LGBTQ
Simon Spier is a closeted teenager
coming to terms with his sexuality. On
his high school’s Tumblr page, Simon
notices an anonymous user called
‘Blue’ post about his own sexuality, so
Simon decides to anonymously email
him. The pair advance from pen pals to friends (and
maybe even more than friends), until the class clown
gets a hold of Simon’s email and takes a screenshot of
Simon admitting he is gay. Simon is then blackmailed
into finding his classmate a date in order to prevent
himself (and Blue) from being outed. Will Simon be
able to preserve his relationship with Blue if their
true identities are revealed?

